J.P. Morgan's award-winning Global Research provides clients with informed views and actionable ideas on economic indicators, markets, companies and asset classes around the world. Our top rankings by Institutional Investor underscore our leadership across all asset classes and position us as one of the world's most highly respected research franchises.

Access to Award-Winning Research

J.P. Morgan Markets is the single point of access to our leading global investment research. We proactively deliver recommendations and strategy, as well as timely and differentiated analysis 24 hours a day, seven days a week to help clients optimize their investment performance.

- Breadth and depth of cross-asset research are unparalleled
- More than 900 analysts and strategists generate research content spanning six continents
- Corporate research covers more than 4,200 companies in the world's developed and emerging markets countries across all industry groups

Conferences and Corporate Access

Each year, J.P. Morgan hosts several marquee investor conferences across all industries, including:

- Global Healthcare (San Francisco)
- High Yield and Leveraged Finance (Miami)
- Aviation, Transportation and Defense (New York)
- Brazil Opportunities (São Paolo)
- Emerging Markets Annual IMF/World Bank Meetings
- China Summit (Beijing)
- Global Technology, Media and Telecom (Boston)
- Asia-Pacific and Emerging Markets Equity Conference (New York)

Our broad coverage model, combined with J.P. Morgan's scale, gives us the unrivaled ability to bring together investors and corporates. Annually, we provide investor one-on-ones with more than 3,000 management teams.
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Research on J.P. Morgan Markets provides a modern, best-in-class experience. Our clients enjoy access to relevant and timely content curated by our editors, enhanced on-page and in-article features, rich multimedia integration, and upgraded search and filtering capabilities.

The Research homepages feature new dashboard layouts that make navigation more intuitive and highlight a number of key resources, including:

- Interactive Global Data Watch offers a curated view of the world’s top economic issues
- Editor’s Choice handpicks articles covering hot topics of the day
- Enhanced Data Release compiles information published during the preceding 24 hours and those expected in the next 24 hours
- HTML Content Presentation and Interactive Charts provide underlying data and can be exported to Excel
- Interactive Forecasts filter, sort and compare multiple economic concepts and regions
- Standalone Calendar can be customized by location and/or event type
- First to Market highlights top stories in Equity Research by region
- Breaking News features a scroll of the latest Equity Research headlines as they are published
- Market Commentary provides up-to-date recaps, highlights and overviews of the markets

J.P. Morgan Markets services are not available in all countries at this time. Please consult your J.P. Morgan representative to learn more about the services available to you.
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